
G R I PGET A
Ways To Let Go When You Want a

Better Handle on Things



"Get a grip!"

Have you ever heard those words? Ever said them? Ever thought

them?

It's usually a demand to get some perspective, take a reality

check, grow up, pull oneself together etc. And it insinuates a

sense that the person to whom the words are directed has lost

control of themselves in some way.

But it often emerges when we are holding something TOO

tightly. When we are gripping in an unhelpful way. 

It's the type of grip that means we are no longer operating from

the authentic and expansive core of our being. But from a need

for certainty and control. And in so doing we lose it.

We've probably all experienced such moments. When we attach

our hope to a particular outcome, only to find that things didn't

go to plan. The more tightly we tether to the hope, the more

jarring the rupture when we lose control. 

And often the more strongly we attach to things, the more likely

we are to create a self-fulfilling prophesy. Losing control

because our tight grip creates a weakness and an inability to

keep hold of the thing to which we are clinging. 

Imagine how you'd hold a handful of sand in a way that keeps it

from slipping through your fingers.

Or think of the physical act of holding a heavy bag. You might

experience strain as the weight becomes evident. So you hold

tighter for fear of it dropping. 

But the best (perhaps only) way to get a better grip is to let go.

To place it down, to shake out your muscles, and then pick up it

up again.





There is a difference between detachment and

non-attachment. This book is about letting go

with a spirit of the latter. 

It's important not to get these two things confused. 

When we attach to things, we create a story about how

we could never survive without them. So we cling on for

dear life.

Detachment can be thought of as the reverse side of

the same coin. It turns its back on the thing in question.

But by so doing it is still attached to a belief in the

thing's power. But this plays out as a refusal to hold it

for fear it will cause or expose pain.

Non-attachment however is a shift of position in

relation to the WAY the object is held. 

Non-attachment allows us to pick things up, hold them,

and live our lives without being controlled by the drive

for, or fear of it.

Non-attachment holds space for inside-out growth and

belonging. It understands that as individuals we are not

isolated and self-sufficient beings. But rather that we

have the ability to choose how we respond to events

both within and outside of our direct control.



In 2018 I experienced a significant rupture with the completely

unexpected breakdown of my marriage. A while later I decided

to work with a therapist in order to locate and deal with the

inevitable blind spots in my own processing.

During my first session we chatted through what I hoped to get

from the partnership. I said: "Well, I think I'm up for being

broken. I give you permission to break me."

I meant it. And while I couldn't articulate it at the time, I knew I

couldn't begin to pick up my pieces without going in further. 

Yes I was already broken, but I had created an exterior shell. A

shell that gave me the perception that I was doing OK. Yet, I

knew instinctively that the shell was concealing something. An

emptiness. A numbness. A void. My insides were falling out and I

needed a way in, to break open the shell and reconnect. 

This sounds a lot more dramatic than it appeared in reality. But I

think that is often the case with things like this. It's why we don't

notice it happening to ourselves and those we love.

But it became obvious from the way I explained everything I had

been through. 

"You're a great storyteller", Chris observed. "But it doesn't

sound like you're the one in the story."

I didn't know whether to take this as a compliment or a

shattering blow. Either way, he was right. I wasn't in the story. I

was detached. 

I had extracted myself from the story, and in so doing prevented

myself from holding what I needed in order to move forwards. I

had shrunk myself. Made my emotional connection so small, that

it was barely there, if indeed it was there at all.



I had become a shell. Going through the motions, appearing in

the right way, but completely detached from my own story.

Detached from what I feared might destroy me. 

I hadn't noticed my ego building walls, while my spirit fell like

sand through the cracks in my fingers. Just like it's difficult to

distinguish between a hand that is full of sand and a hand that's

empty, my ego reassured me..."look in the mirror, see. That's still

you! It looks like you!' 

But my ego was busy excavating my insides. Just in case I did

anything too creative, vulnerable, or dangerous. It was trying to

keep me safe, but in so doing, the important stuff was getting

hollowed out.

The path of non-attached reconnection is an ongoing journey. It

has no finish line. There IS no destination.

There is just the road into becoming and belonging. It's a road

without end. One that circles, spirals, and moves in and around

beautiful vistas and long-winding valleys. It brings us face to

face with moments of meaning, love, healing, and connection.

Not as a conclusion, but as unexpected points along the way.

This is life. 

It requires a commitment to the process of becoming. Looking at

the weights that become unnecessary for us to lug around with

us, and placing them down. Sometimes gently and with

reverence for the fragility of what we hold. Other times with a

definitive act of severance. 

This is a call to let go so that we can get a better grip on what

matters most.

This kind of non-attachment is not a one time event but is more

like a practice. A practice we can all cultivate for ourselves in a

way that fits us best. And I hope through these words you might

begin to find the freedom and clarity to see what that might

mean for you too.





We use all sorts of rocket boosters in our own lives. Identity

labels, products, people, therapists, coaches, books, diets,

routines, and so on, all act to take us out of our present

situation. They support us like a crutch, which gives us what we

need to achieve a certain outcome.

They are powerful and useful until they are no longer powerful or

useful. But we often forget to set clear expectations about how

we will know when they are no longer useful. So we keep holding

on. 

A crutch (help) can quickly become a crutch (hindrance).

The other thing about rocket boosters is that if they fail to

jettison they can actually compromise the shuttle's mission. The

orbiter is left carrying too much weight. So it not only fails to

reach the required altitude, but gravity then pulls the whole

thing back down to Earth. 

Holding onto our rocket boosters for too long can sabotage us.

We must learn to recognise when enough is enough. This requires

us to have a clear vision for the purpose of our boosters. What

are they helping us towards? And how do we plan to release the

proverbial crutch once it has outlived its usefulness for us?

I love the image of solid rocket

boosters as a metaphor for how we

hold things. Shuttles and satellites

launched into space are propelled

by rockets that had enough power

to take them to a height above the

Earth's atmosphere where they can

orbit on their own. Once the

rockets reach the necessary

altitude they are jettisoned and fall

back down to earth.





Balance is held in high esteem. We are often

encouraged to believe that the reason we feel

dissatisfied or anxious is because we are lacking

balance. How many times do we hear people say, "I just

need better work-life balance"?

This is often an admission that we are struggling to

operate from our authentic and expansive core of

being. Instead we are seeking to control by tightening,

clenching, and fighting our time and energy.

This shrinking down might stem from the very belief in

balance itself. And the pressure we are under to find it

(as a matter of personal responsibility rather than

collective failure). 

The belief in the potential acquisition of an impossibility

leads us to feel like there's something wrong with us.

We grip tighter and tighter to this dream of balance,

which causes us to feel more and more anxious when

we can't acquire it.

Balance is an illusion, created by competing forces in

tension with one another. It is caused by oscillations or

waves.

The balance required to walk comes about because we

oscillate, pushing forwards from one foot to the other,

fighting not to fall prey to gravity's pull. Watch a

toddler attempt to get the hang of walking. It's a great

visual reminder that balance is not about balancing. It's

about oscillating in the right way.



Rather than asking what we need in order to be more balanced,

we might ask ourselves instead, how we oscillating right now?

And what ripples and waves those oscillations are sending

through the rest of our lives?

We might think of a calm life as a low frequency wave - slow

oscillations that create a deep tone. And a frantic life as a high

frequency wave. Short oscillations that create a piercing tone. 

The tone of our life is set by our oscillations. The waves and

ripples that emanate through our lives are the result of our day

to day oscillations. How we show up in the external world is

informed by how we oscillate in our internal world.

If we try to hold everything in balance all at once, the

oscillations are so tiny that the tone becomes high pitched and

frantic. Like the sudden screaming feedback on a PA system that

causes you to screw up your face, close your eyes, and put your

hands over your ears.

Often our desire for balance, is an intuitive knowing that we

need to operate at a different frequency to where we are. But

we might not recognise our Normal Mode; the natural frequency

at which a thing oscillates when it isn't being influenced by a

driving or damping force. 

The Normal Mode is like a smooth sine wave of natural

frictionless resonance. Where we don't need to resist or fight. 

It is of course disrupted by forces around us, but from time to

time we experience a pure connection through flow. This

happens when we lose our sense of self and time in service to

something beyond ourselves.





In a world where knowledge is available in abundance the desire

to master a subject before engaging in action can be

debilitating. This drive might remove us from the ability to be

truly present, expansive, and authentic.

The accumulation of knowledge can be addictive. Because no

matter how much you have there is always more that can be

acquired. And what's more, when it comes to making the 'right

choice', we tie ourselves up in knots of impossibility. Analysis

paralysis and decision fatigue.

We might also get caught up in the belief that our worthiness,

value, and happiness is linked to this kind of certainty and

domination. We postpone action until we can be sure of what

we're doing. Yet by holding to this belief we fail to see a

fundamental truth...the joy of life is found in the cracks of

uncertainty along the way.

So even if it WAS possible to be certain of things before we

started, being certain wouldn't make life any more enjoyable. In

fact, it would do the opposite. I don't know how it's been for you,

but many of my most significant experiences, memories, and

successes were the result of engaging with uncertainty.

There is a slight caveat here. For there is joy to be found in

learning, improving, and discovery. But the joy of it is its own

reward. So what we're really letting go of is the flag to which

we pin it. The part that comes after the 'in order to'. 

"I want to learn more in order to make the perfect choice." 

What if I actually want to learn more because I enjoying

learning? The choice (justification) doesn't matter. Once the joy

of research and information gathering subsides, it's time to let

go.





Most of the heavy baggage we hold tightly to sits outside of our

control. It stems from the actions other people perform, and the

expectations they bestow upon us.

Many people suffer under the weight of one of the most

pervasive and destructive messages from our individualistic

age...the idea that if you want to live a life of meaning and

happiness, then you've got to find "what you were born to do".

We call it many things: discovering your passion, uncovering your

purpose, or finding your reason for being.

But these stories can be destructive. They might leave us feeling

alienated from ourselves, as we seek some concrete purpose to

adopt from the outside in. 

A life of authenticity and expansion starts from within. And any

sense of purpose we experience is more like a seed that grows

from the inside out. 

It is evident in what we are gradually becoming over time.

Rather than a Cinderella slipper; something we can find, try on,

and discover the pieces of our lives just fall into place.

Deep and meaningful becoming requires commitment to

patience, curiosity, and failure. 





Rhythm, Pace, and Turning Life Inside Out

I suppose this book sums up many of the reasons I have come to

call myself a 'Slow Coach'. The world of personal development

and coaching is built on the premise of helping people make

change happen faster than they can alone. 

And while this is undoubtedly true (it's certainly been my

experience of it), we are at risk of neglecting the deep radical

transformation that coaching makes possible. The switch from a

belief in an outside-in approach to life, back towards an inside-

out approach.

An outside in approach tells us that satisfaction is found in

acquisition and accumulation. Of stuff, experiences, and

accolades. It attaches to a belief that it is in objects outside of

us that we find meaning inside of us.

But we all know how untrue this is. 

Every single one of us has experienced the potential tyranny of

such a drive. Where even if we experience momentary joy and

pride in the things we gain, that satisfaction doesn't last long. 

Rather than embarking on an endless pursuit of more in order to

bounce from one momentary hit of pleasure to the next, the

inside out approach grows from within. It's a story of nurtured

becoming rather than nose-led chasing. 

Deep growth is not an "up and to the right" project, but one of

watering the seed and allowing the roots to establish beneath

the surface. This gives rise to the organic steady explosion of

bright green shoots through the soil. And in time we experience

cycles of seasonal blossoming, fruiting, and maturing through

deep and confident strength.





I love meeting gentle rebels who resonate with ideas like these.

And I really enjoying working with anyone who has felt alienated

from themselves by the expectation to conform to outside-in

living. 

Is This You?

I open a few spaces each month for anyone who wants to

explore the possibilities that a shift might make for them. We

spend an hour or so diving into the story so far. And we open up

the potential for what comes next. This helps us identify simple

practical ways to move forwards with the obstacles that are

holding them back. 

These calls are completely free with no strings attached. For

reasons of finite time I can't offer as many as I'd like, but I'd love

to extend this invitation to you if it feels like a good time.

It's a gift I give to people who tend to think and feel deeply, but

who might feel the weight of the world on their shoulders and

sometimes get derailed by its heaviness.

This is someone who is ready to explore ways to create a life

that brings together the different values and desires, without

being derailed by the overwhelming impact of the world around

them. 

I absolutely love connecting with gentle rebels, one to one. It

blows my mind when I see people untether from the limiting

structures that have told them a story about their own

possibilities. 

It's always great fun helping people work out how to smash

aside those previously seemingly insurmountable obstacles. And

see them shake off the expectations of others, and identify the

direction that THEY want to move next.

Do you fancy it? 

Follow this link to find an appointment that suits you.

https://calendly.com/amort/gentle-shift


I'm always amazed at what can happen in these calls. By

focussing on slowing down, identifying their own natural rhythm,

and clearing the clutter, it blows my mind how much can shift in

just 45-60 minutes.

I'd be delighted to offer you this gift. You can see the available

appointments here...https://calendly.com/amort/gentle-shift

Or feel free to send me an email if you have any questions and

want to know more. 

I'd also love to hear how THIS has helped you. Please do get in

touch and let me know. I read and respond to everything sent my

way.

Click Here To Book Your Call With Me

“After a coaching call with Andy I feel listened to, understood and befriended. It’s rare for me to

find someone I can spill my dreams to in all their muddled glory, and be met with such multi-leveled

and helpful questions. I found insight, clarity and more curiosity coming to me as we spoke and long

after. I appreciate his acceptance, encouragement and how he honours the experimentation

inherent in our unfolding journeys. Andy is a relief, a kind soul, and a skilled coach.” 

– Lindsay Celeste

https://calendly.com/amort/gentle-shift
mailto:andy@andymort.com
https://calendly.com/amort/gentle-shift

